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3rd International Day of Persons
with Disabilities

5th World Soil Day
International Volunteers Day

7-13th Illumination Street Week

Christmas Jumper Day
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Hanukkah

25th Christmas Day
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Top Tips

20th

11th

10-18th



Have you read our guide to the essential do's
and don'ts of social media posting?

In case you missed it, here's a roundup of some
of the most important rules to remember when
you're posting on behalf of your business.

Adding media to your social media posts is
essential in ensuring that they stand out from the

crowd. There is a huge amount of evidence to
prove the effectiveness of video in social media

marketing, so try to include them wherever
possible.

Social Media 
Do's and Don'ts

Use a variety of images and videos,
not just text

Remember that the social media posts you
publicise are giving an impression of your facility,
so it’s very important to keep a professional tone

with any and all interactions.

Act professionally – be open, honest
and respectful

Using an emoji in a tweet has been found to
increase engagement by up to 25% . Use emojis

that make sense in the context of your post, in the
same way you would in a text message; keep it

relevant and don’t go crazy!

Use emojis and exclamation marks
where appropriate

https://allianceta6.co.uk/social-media-dos-donts/


#trending

bench - weight training

pure gym promo code

health club

Explore the top industry-related topics being
searched for on Google

This can be useful on occasion, but it’s important to
keep content fresh and relevant.

Don’t just post centre updates

Seeing a barrage of spam when browsing social
media is frustrating and boring, and should serve as

a lesson not to use it, even if it does increase
engagement metrics (e.g. likes, comments, shares).

Don’t use engagement-bait tactics

By spreading across too many platforms, your
content may become diluted and stale. 

Focus on the social media platforms that work best
for your content. For leisure facilities, the most

effective platforms tend to be Facebook,
Instagram, and then Twitter.

Don’t use too many platforms for
the sake of it



'Fleets' is set to be Twitter's answer to Instagram
stories, and due to users reporting a 'clunky' and
slow experience, the rollout has been pushed
back until the technical issues have been
resolved.  

See youSee youSee you
next year!next year!next year!

football pitch

swimming pool

Platform Updates

Facebook News

'Fleets' delayed

Instagram is testing a new 'FAQ' option for
business accounts, which would allow brands to
provide quick and easily accessible answers to
customers.  The feature is set to be added to the
Direct Message tab, where common questions
can be highlighted and tapped to reveal an
answer. 

FAQ Options for
Businesses

Facebook has announced plans to roll out a
'News' tab in the UK, following it's launch in the
US back in 2019. There is some controvesry
surrounding the News tab, namely because the
articles are essentially hand picked by
Facebook. However, statistics show that the US
version has aided in giving exposure to a
number of news outlets.  




